Extend the reach of metadata management and data governance technologies

Data governance and compliance programs require an understanding of what information is available, who uses it, where it comes from, and how systems process it. Data trust, governance, lineage, and rule management become increasingly important as data is transformed. A holistic view of data lineage must include data quality – ensuring accuracy and data traceability standards are met for impactful business analytics that immediately identify where action is needed.

ASG Data Intelligence™ provides market-leading data inventory and lineage capabilities tracing data from its origin. ASG traces "hops" from source to target and allows you to create and govern connections or "stitches" where gaps exist.

The ibi data and analytics platform provides a complete data management solution with the ability to consolidate, reconcile, cleanse, master, and analyze data regardless of its origin or format.

Why ASG Data Intelligence and ibi data management

The combination of ASG Data Intelligence and data management from ibi ensures that businesses have solid data inventory, data lineage, data quality, and analytics capabilities. ASG and ibi manage the increasing complexity, volume, and variety of data and rules:

- Guarantee your data quality standards
- Standardize business vocabulary, terminology, and rules to facilitate clear communication across business units and a solid flow of application data
- Ensure ownership, responsibility, and traceability for any changes made with a comprehensive record of every change
- Link business terms to underlying data definitions in your repository and data catalog
- Ensure data quality for all your data and applications and analytics
- Manage and progress data-related issues with built-in workflows, and data stewardship RACI matrices for role management

This partnership allows you to view metrics for important business terms in a single place. Business users gain enriched data lineage with valued metrics in an automated and integrated method. Capture massive amounts of diverse internal and external data, maximize data’s value, manage its risks, and reduce data management costs. Steer clear of operational, management, and governance failures, and make sound, winning decisions based on reliable, governed, trusted, validated data, and analytics.
About ASG Technologies

ASG is a Global Enterprise Software vendor providing solutions for some of the world’s largest businesses. ASG is the only solutions provider for both Information Management and IT Systems Management. ASG Information Management solutions capture, manage, govern, and enable companies to understand and support all types of information. ASG IT Systems Management solutions ensure that the systems and infrastructure supporting the information lifecycle are always available and performing as expected. ASG’s unique approach to Information Management enables business agility without compromise. We provide the only integrated platform and flexible end-to-end solution for the information-powered enterprise. We have a complete set of modular components that organizations can mix and match to enable faster business adaptation.

About ibi

ibi is a data and analytics company that embeds intelligence into — everything. From the beginning, ibi has known the importance of data and insights to make better decisions. We help organizations get their complex and disconnected data in order, so they can build, embed, and automate intelligence into everything they do. By preparing organizations for the future and turning them into builders – information builders – everyone can use enterprise trusted data at scale to drive their growth. Whether our customers use pre-built applications or build their own solutions for their data and analytics challenges, ibi powers their innovation and reinvention. ibi’s open platform and industry-specific building blocks accelerate speed to market, improve operational efficiency, and enhance their customers’ experience.

ibi. build a better future.

Request a demo

See ibi in action and imagine what you will build. ibi.com/request-a-demo.

Contact us at ibi.com or email askinfo@ibi.com.
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